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Abstract. This article focuses on coins inscribed with the name ‘ΣΩΦΥΤΟΥ’ that have been 
found in northwest South asia. in contrast to all earlier studies of these coins, which relied 
on only a handful of coins, this article presents a detailed study of eighty-two Sophytes coins, 
in various denominations, representing the largest dataset so far assembled of this coinage. 
The iconography and weight standard are analysed, and a die study is made. On the basis of 
this analysis coupled with the available historical sources, I argue that the coins were minted 
under the authority of Sophytes, a ruler in the Punjab whom Graeco-roman sources associate 
with alexander the Great.1

Introduction

after defeating Darius iii, king of the achaemenid Empire, at Gaugamela in 331 BC,� 
Alexander III (‘the Great’) of Macedon marched towards the easternmost boundaries 
of this empire that were located around the River Indus.3 he reached the Punjab in 
c.3�7 - 3�6 BC. Some of the officers who accompanied him, including Ptolemy and 
Onesicritus, wrote influential accounts of Alexander’s campaigns in this region as 
well as his contacts with local rulers.�

according to the sources, the Punjab that alexander encountered was prosperous, 
well-ordered, and divided into a number of realms, each of which comprised several 
cities. Sophytes was one of the local rulers of this region, alongside Porus, Taxiles 
and others. Alexander aimed to extend and consolidate his rule over the Punjab, 
while local rulers wanted to maintain control over their own kingdoms and spheres of 
influence. in c.326 BC, when Alexander approached the cities under Sophytes’ rule 

1 I am grateful to Joe Cribb for suggesting that I tackle the Sophytes coins and for sharing his extensive 
knowledge with me when i took them on. i enjoyed the benefit of many discussions about the coins 
with Eleanor robson and robert Bracey, both of whom also guided me through the mathematical maze 
of the die study. My thanks to Elizabeth Errington for her advice relating to numismatic collecting 
history, and also to Amelia Dowler with whom I discussed the Greek provincial coinages. Shailendra 
Bhandare generously shared the Ashmolean Museum’s Sophytes coins with me, as did private collectors 
including Pankaj Tandon and Karan Singh, while Gunnar Dumke kindly enabled access to the Grigo 
Collection Sophytes coins. any errors remain my own.

� arr. Anab. 3.11-15; Curt. �.13-16; Diod. 17.57-61; Plut. Alex. 31.6-33.11; Just. Epit. 11.13.1-1�.7; 
Polyaen. Strat. �.3.6, 17.

3 http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/achaemenid-satrapies
� These works only survive in fragments in the work of later authors: Ptolemy = FGrH 138; Onesicritus 

= FGrH 13�.
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with the intention of campaigning against them, Sophytes voluntarily surrendered to 
alexander,5 and was permitted to retain control of his realm.6 However, as Alexander 
left this region, so too did the focus of our available literary sources with the result 
that comparatively little is known about the Punjab, and its rulers, in the period 
between Alexander’s departure in c.326 BC and Seleucus’ arrival in the east in c.307 
BC. The numismatic evidence available for this period and this region, therefore, 
takes on added importance.

ancient coins bearing the name Sophytes first came to the attention of numismatists 
in the mid-nineteenth century, when British soldiers, stationed in and around the 
Punjab during the First Anglo-Sikh War (1845-1846), acquired coins, many from coin 
dealers in rawalpindi.7 in 1866, Sir alexander Cunningham was the first to publish 
a Sophytes coin, a specimen which belonged to him.8 in that article, he argued that 
the Sophytes named on the coin was the Sophytes mentioned in classical sources as 
associated with alexander. in 19�3, r.B. Whitehead argued, against Cunningham, 
that the Sophytes coins had no connection to india, but had been minted in Bactria.9 
from then on, Bactria became the generally accepted origin of the Sophytes coins. 
Most recently, for example, O. Bopearachchi highlighted Sophytes’ status as an 
‘independent and powerful dynast’ in Bactria.10 

Here, I present eighty-two coins of various denominations that are inscribed 
with the name ‘ΣΩΦΥΤΟΥ’, ‘of Sophytos’ or ‘belonging to Sophytos’.11 This is the 
largest dataset so far assembled of this coinage and it permits the most detailed study 
of these coins yet undertaken. I first investigate the iconography and weight standard 
of the coins, before conducting a die study. The full catalogue is at the end of this 
article. it must be noted at the outset that there are no confirmed findspots for any of 
the Sophytes ccoins

1. Coin types and iconography

Two obverse types are known for the coins inscribed ‘ΣΩΦΥΤΟΥ’: head of Athena 
wearing a Corinthian helmet,1� and a male head wearing an attic helmet.

5 Diod. 17.91.�.
6 Diod. 17.91.7; Curt. 9.1.�7-30; Oro. 3.19.�.
7 Cunningham 1866a and 1866b.
8 Cunningham 1866b.
9 Whitehead 19�3, p.61.
10 Bopearachchi and flandrin �005, p. 199.
11 Traditionally, these coins have been referred to as the ‘Sophytes’, rather than ‘Sophytos’, coins. For 

this reason, I continue to speak of the ‘Sophytes’ coins, even though the name of this ruler rendered 
in Greek was probably ‘Sophytos’. I do not discuss in this article the funerary acrostic inscription in 
Greek of Sophytos son of naratos, apparently found in Kandahar (Bernard, Pinault, rougemont �00�, 
p. 227). This is because the c. late second or first century BC date of the inscription (SEG 54-1568), 
while still debated, is much later than the Sophytes coins. The Sophytos inscription has been discussed 
extensively in various publications, including for example: Bernard, Pinault, Rougemont 2004; Garulli 
�01� and �013; mairs �013.

1� Three Sophytes tetradrachms bear an image of Athena wearing an Attic helmet on the obverse. 
However, I discuss them, the three other known tetradrachms and the single known stater, separately in 
§5 below, because there are aspects of these coins which do not quite fit the profile of the other known 
Sophytes coins.
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Table 1. Sophytes coin types and denominations

Head of Athena Helmeted male
Didrachms 0 3
Drachms 0 �5
Hemidrachms 0 �
Diobols 1� 0
Obols 10 11
Total 12 63

1.a. Obverse: Head of Athena

Figure 1. Sophytes diobol: head of Athena (cat. coin 3).

  

The twelve Sophytes coins featuring the head of Athena fit into a long-standing 
tradition of state-produced imitation ‘owls’. Athenian ‘owls’ - coins minted with the 
head of Athena on the obverse and her owl on the reverse - were minted in Athens 
from the sixth century BC. The earliest imitations of Athenian ‘owls’ were made in 
Egypt and the southern Levant and, after Alexander’s conquests, the tradition spread 
to Babylonia and, of particular relevance here, Bactria, following important eastern 
trade routes. In many of these regions, state-produced imitation ‘owls’ preceded the 
minting of indigenous coin types.13 There are wide iconographic variations within 
imitations, such as those with ‘eagle’ reverse types, some of which have the head 
of Athena on the obverse, and others the head of Zeus on the obverse.1� athena is 
depicted wearing either a Corinthian or an attic helmet on numerous coinages. for 
example, Athena is shown wearing an Attic helmet on Athenian ‘owls’ and imitation 
‘owls’, while she wears a Corinthian helmet on diverse Hellenistic (and earlier) 
coinages, including various issues by Alexander III, Seleucus I and Antiochus I as 
well as those of many other rulers of this period.15 it has not, therefore, been possible 
to narrow down the origin of this particular image of the Sophytes Athena obverse.

13 See discussion in: van Alfen 2012, pp. 88, 95.
1� See, for example: Bopearachchi 1998, nos 1�-19, �0.
15 On the basis of the style in which the head of Athena in a Corinthian helmet was engraved on the 

coins of Sophytes, the staters minted by antiochus i and the bronze owls found in aï Khanoum, Kritt 
(2016, pp. 67-9; pl. 33, 34) argues that these particular groups of coins were minted in the following 
order: Antiochus I, bronze owls from Aï Khanoum and, finally, Sophytes. However, while there are 
similarities between these groups, notably the simplicity of style compared with the alexander staters, 
it does not necessarily follow that they were minted in this order. The most that can be said is that they 
may perhaps be broadly contemporary.
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The link between the Sophytes coins and imitation ‘owls’ and ‘eagles’ found in 
and around Bactria has long been recognised,16 and this association was strengthened 
after the publication of some imitation ‘owls’ found in Afghanistan which, like many 
of the Sophytes coins, bear the letters ‘MNA’ or ‘M’.17 (for further discussion of 
the letters on the Sophytes coins, see §1.e below.) Based on the link between these 
two types of coins, the following sequence for their development is now generally 
accepted: imitation ‘owls’ followed by imitation ‘eagles’, and then the two groups of 
Sophytes coins, firstly, the head of athena and, secondly, the helmeted male.18 This 
categorisation was a hypothesis based on the practice of imitation ‘owls’ preceding 
‘indigenous’ types and neatly integrates the Sophytes coins within a widespread, 
early tradition of coin production in the east. However, there is a noticeable difference 
between these imitations and the Sophytes athena head type: athena wears an 
attic helmet on the imitations, and a Corinthian helmet on the Sophytes coins. The 
significance of this difference between the coinages is not yet clear and J. Cribb and 
I are currently investigating the links between the Sophytes coins and other early 
Greek coinages minted in the east.19

1.b. Obverse: Helmeted male

The male figure on the obverse of the Sophytes coins wears an Attic helmet with a 
laurel wreath around the crown, a crest at the top and a cheek guard. 

Figure 2. Sophytes drachm: Helmeted male type (cat. coin 39).

  

Figure 3. Example of a Seleucus I ‘head of hero’ type tetradrachm minted at 
Susa c.301 BC (Freeman & Sear Manhattan Sale II, lot 68 (2011)). 

  

16 including: head 1906, p. 1�; Whitehead 19�3, p. 68; narain 1957, p. �; Bernard 1985, pp. �0-1.
17 Bopearachchi 1996, p. ��. The coins were published by nicolet-Pierre and amandry (199�, p. 36, 

nos 18-19).
18 rapson 190�, p. 3��; Bopearachchi 1996, p. ��; Bopearachchi 1998, nos 1-�7.
19 Cribb and Jansari, forthcoming.
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Numismatic depictions of the Attic helmet vary in style but the coins minted 
by Seleucus i in Susa between c.305/4-295 BC, provide the closest match to the 
Sophytes coins.�0 As seen in Fig. 3, Seleucus’ coins feature an Attic helmet and cheek 
guards, but it is covered with panther skin and adorned with a bull’s ear and horns, 
with a panther skin tied around the neck, and it does not have the laurel wreath and 
crest of the Sophytes coins. in contrast to the Seleucid coins, the cheek guards on 
the Sophytes coins are decorated with a wing pattern, and while they leave the ears 
exposed, the Seleucid coins protect them.�1

On the basis of the similarity of these two coin types, and noting particularly the 
presence of cheek guards, some numismatists have argued that the Sophytes coins 
served as inspiration for the Seleucid coins.�� I do not think the evidence is strong 
enough to make such an argument. Instead, I suggest that the overall similarity 
between the helmet styles on the Sophytes coins and the specific type of Seleucid 
coins included here may mean that both coins were broadly contemporary. all the 
known types of these particular Seleucid coins are minted in: Susa (c.305/�-�95 
BC);�3 possibly Susa (after 305/4 BC);�� or Drangiana (294-281 BC or later).�5

Bopearachchi and flandrin dismiss similarities between the attic helmets found 
on the Sophytes and Seleucid coins, but their alternative, based in large part on what 
appears to be a modern forgery (see §5.a below), is to argue that the Sophytes coins 
were minted after these particular Seleucid coins.�6 instead, they propose that the 
Athenian ‘owls’ served as models for the Sophytes coins, even though iconographic 
similarity is very limited: Athena represented on the imitations wears an Attic helmet 
with a crest, but there are no cheek guards or a laurel wreath.�7

It has been suggested that the ‘head of hero’ on these Seleucid coins may 
assimilate Seleucus, Alexander and Dionysus, but there is no evidence to support 
this hypothesis.�8 Similarly, some scholars, including modern numismatists, have 
assumed that the male figure on the Sophytes coins is a representation of the Sophytes 
named on the coins, and they go on to make startlingly precise, yet purely speculative, 
deductions as a result. Their conclusions range from Sophytes’ age at the time of the 
portrait�9 and, therefore, the date when the coins were struck30 (needless to say, these 
are circular arguments), to assumptions of racial identity. Whitehead, for example, 
wrote, ‘the face is a portrait not the least Indian in appearance’,31 before stating that 

�0 Kritt (2016, p. 65) also recognized the link between these two types of coins.
�1 SC i, nos 173.1�, 17�.5, 175.�, 196, 197, 199.�, ��6, ��7, ��8.�, head of hero / nike crowning 

trophy.
�� Cunningham 1866b, p. ���; Whitehead 19�3, p. 6�.
�3 SC i, pp. 71-3.
�� SC i, pp. 77-8.
�5 SC i, pp. 88-9.
�6 Bopearachchi and flandrin �005, p. 199.
�7 Bopearachchi and flandrin �005, p. �00.
�8 SC i, p. 77.
�9 for example: Cunningham 1866b, p. �31; narain 19�9, p. 93; Smith 1906, p. 7 n. 1; Bopearachchi 

�011.
30 Cunningham 1866b, p.���; Smith 1906, p. 7 n. 1.
31 Whitehead 19�3, pp. 60-1.
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Sophytes was more likely to be iranian.3� Surprisingly, in �005, Bopearachchi and 
Flandrin wrote, ‘Les traits physiognomiques n’ont rien de ceux d’un Indien, mais 
plutot d’un Grec. On dira que le graveur a voulu transformer cet Indien en un Grec.’33 
Needless to say, there is no indication whatever that the male figure on the Sophytes 
coins is in fact a portrait of Sophytes, nor can a ‘racial’ identity be determined from 
a portrait on a coin.

While it is not clear who, deity or historical figure, is depicted on the Seleucid 
coins, i suggest that the helmeted figure on the Sophytes coins may represent one 
of the deities which incorporated indian and iranian traditions and which were later 
assimilated into the cult of Skanda.3� Skanda (or ‘Kārttikeya’)35 is a hindu martial 
deity traditionally presented as the general of the army of the gods.36 in the mythology 
and in early artistic representations of this deity in northern india, Skanda is presented 
as a fierce warrior with two attributes, a spear and a cockerel standard (see §1.c). 
The combination of a male figure wearing a military helmet on the obverse and the 
cockerel on the reverse, therefore, has particular meaning in this part of the world. 
if this is the case, and it is by no means certain, then a local deity, albeit represented 
through Greek iconography, may have been selected to feature on the Sophytes coins 
in place of a traditional Greek deity. if this is an accurate interpretation, then the 
Sophytes coins are not only the first Greek coins to be minted with the name (written 
in Greek script) of an Indian ruler, but also the first Greek coins to display the image 
of a local deity of this part of the subcontinent.

1.c. Cockerel

Cockerels are depicted on a range of coins dating from the fifth century BC to the 
mid-third century BC that were minted in various regions of the Mediterranean 
Greek world.37 Notably, the reverse types of a particular type of coin minted in 
Carystus in Euboea closely resembles the reverses of the Sophytes coins: the stance 
and characteristics of the cockerel, the location and orientation of the inscription to 
the right of the cockerel, and the monogram located in the upper left field (see fig. 
4).38 The date of these coins has not yet been confirmed, although D.m. robinson 
suggests they may have been minted c.3�3 BC.39 The similarity is such that it is 
possible, perhaps even likely, that the artist(s) who engraved the reverses of the 
Sophytes coins used this coin type as a prototype.�0 Coin hoards show that coins 
from the Greek mainland and islands were making their way east from at least the 

3� Narain (1949, p. 98) agreed with Whitehead’s suggestion that Sophytes was likely to be iranian.
33 Bopearachchi and flandrin �005, p. 198.
3� A number of related deities were assimilated into Skanda’s later cult. For more information about 

the complex development of this deity, see Mann 2012.
35 He is also known by a number of other names including, for example, Kumāra, Mahāsena, Guha 

and Murukaṉ (Mann 2012, p. 1).
36 mann �01�, p. 1.
37 Plant 1979, p. 96, Pl. 1661-1676.
38 robinson 195�, p. �0, nos 30-36a - esp. nos 35 and 36; p. 30; Pl.iii.
39 Robinson’s argument is based on the similarity between the style of the cockerel on the reverse of 

the Carystus coins and eagles on Elean staters. for more detail, see robinson 195�, p. 3�.
�0 Whitehead was aware of the Euboean coins, noting briefly the similarity between the cockerels 

on these coins and the Sophytes coins (1943, p. 65), but, curiously, he did not recognise the overall 
similarity, nor the significance of his own observation. Indeed, he claimed that the Sophytes ‘drachm is 
not a direct imitation of any existing piece; the designs are original’ (1943, pp. 60-61).
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fourth century BC. A hoard found in the environs of Balkh (ancient Bactra), for 
example, was buried in c.390-380 BC and includes coins from athens and aegina, 
as well as various Greek cities in Asia Minor, including Soli and Phaselis.�1

Figure 4. Coin of Carystus in Euboea 
c.3�3 BC, robinson type 35 
(Triton XII, lot 235 (2009)).

Figure 5. Reverse of a Sophytes 
helmeted male type drachm 

(cat. coin 28a)

The cockerel and caduceus are attributes commonly associated with hermes, the 
messenger god. The wings depicted on the cheek guards of the helmeted male Sophytes 
coins further emphasise the link between these three symbols and this particular 
deity. These motifs, therefore, clearly have meaning for an audience familiar with 
Greek religion and associated religious iconography. However, the combination of 
a warlike male figure and a cockerel also have meaning for an audience versed in 
iranian and indian religion and imagery.

Numismatists have put forward various suggestions for the meaning behind the 
cockerel on the reverse of the Sophytes coins. Cunningham, for example, interpreted 
it as the ‘herald of the dawn’ for reasons connected with his now discounted 
ideas about the meaning of the name ‘Sophytes’ in Sanskrit.�� Whitehead, on the 
other hand, rejected claims that there may have been any Indian influence at all 
on the Sophytes coins.�3 more recently, Plischke suggested that the cockerel was 
probably a Bactrian symbol, despite the lack of evidence for this, which she herself 
acknowledges.�� In his review of Plischke’s work, Olbrycht focused on the cockerel 
as the symbol of the king of Persia in aristophanes The Birds, and, in the Avesta, 
as a sacred bird, the ‘vanquisher of demons and enemies’. He adds, ‘It is thus quite 
clear that Sophytos was resorting to a paramount iranian symbol in his bid to gain 
the sympathy of the inhabitants of this realm.’�5 These and earlier scholars, however, 
failed to assess the meaning of the cockerel in conjunction with the helmeted male 
and in terms of the iconography of northwestern india. So, while it is not clear that, 
pace Olbrycht, Sophytes minted his coins with the image of the cockerel in order to 
‘gain the sympathy’ of his subjects, the cockerel may have been included because of 
its powerful symbolism.

�1 IGCH 1820 (publication in Troxell and Spengler 1969).
�� Cunningham 1866b, pp.�77-�30. Cunningham argued that Sophytes’ name could be connected with 

the Sanskrit words subhâ or sobhâ (‘light’, ‘splendour’ or ‘beauty’) which, in turn, referred to the dawn 
and, therefore, to the cockerel as the ‘herald of the dawn’. ‘herald of the dawn’ is also the meaning 
ascribed to the cockerel on the Carystus coins (Kraay 1971, p. 13, series VI, pl. I.14).

�3 Whitehead 19�3, p. 65.
�� Plischke �01�, p. 177.
�5 Olbrycht �016, p. 719.
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The cockerel is not a common motif in South Asian iconography. It is, however, 
more commonly found in iranian iconography and literature, in which it is associated 
with, for example, the Zoroastrian protective martial deity Sraoša.�6 The connection 
between and assimilation of the deities Skanda and Sraoša in northwestern india has 
long been recognized.�7 in this region, for the first time, the cockerel was connected 
with Skanda. The earliest depictions of Skanda are generally accepted to be on 
yaudheya coins dating between the first century aD and early second century aD,�8 
and in Gandhara sculpture of a broadly similar period.�9 in both coins and sculpture 
he is presented with his cockerel standard. notably, in this period, the use of the 
cockerel motif is limited to the northwest.50 However, Skanda’s mythology, which 
includes the cockerel, is considerably older than the yaudheya coins and Gandhara 
sculpture, and can be found in texts such as the Mahābhārata.51 a well-known 
phenomenon, widely accepted by art historians, is that images change in meaning 
before their manifestation in material culture. There is, therefore, a long-standing 
connection between the cockerel and Skanda in both early mythology and artistic 
representations in the material culture of South asia. On the basis of this link, i 
suggest that the combination of the martial male figure and cockerel found on the 
Sophytes coins may represent - for a local audience in northwest South asia - one of 
the deities who was later assimilated into Skanda’s cult.

1.d Caduceus

All the coins inscribed with the name Sophytes have a small caduceus in the left 
upper field of the reverse. It was engraved on the die and not added afterwards, 
indicating that it is likely to have been a control mark and not a countermark. The 
caduceus is engraved in different orientations on different coins, and it may be that 
these changes signify a new issue of coins.

Only a small number of coinages of this period bear similar small caducei. 
They include three groups of coins minted in the east: coins minted in the name 
of andragoras;5� imitation ‘owls’ and ‘eagles’ found in Bactria; coins minted by 
Seleukos i and some of his successors, including antiochus i and Seleukos ii. The 

�6 mann �01�, pp. 1�6ff.
�7 mann �01�, pp. 1�6-8.
�8 These coins are the so-called ‘class three’ coins. mann �01�, p. 103, p. �59 fig. � a, b and c.
�9 mann �01�, p. 1�3 and p. �67 fig. 17.
50 Mann 2012, p. 124 n.3. In relation to the coins and sculpture, Mann (2012, pp. 125-9) suggests that 

the iconographic influence is Parthian, and this claim is strongly supported by literary and numismatic 
evidence. See also Sarkhosh Curtis 2007; Cribb 2007. There is, of course, no Parthian influence on the 
iconography of the Sophytes coins, not least because the first Parthian coins were not minted until the 
��0s BC.

51 for example: Mahābhārata 3.�1�.��-��. This Sanskrit epic poem is generally dated between the 
c.fourth century BC to the fourth century AD (Mann 2012, p. 16).

5� According to Justin, there were two satraps named Andragoras: one was Alexander’s satrap for 
Parthia (12.4.12) and the other a later satrap of Parthia appointed by Antiochus I (41.4.6). However, 
there is considerable debate about Justin’s reliability as a source for two individuals named Andragoras, 
and some suggest there was only one - the Seleucid satrap. for further discussion, see Grainger 1997, 
p.76; mørkholm 1991, pp.119-1�0; Sarkhosh Curtis �007, pp.7-�5.
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caducei on the Seleucid coins are countermarks and it is not clear where or when 
they were applied.53 The caducei on the imitation ‘owls’5� and ‘eagles’,55 and on 
the andragoras coins56 were engraved on the die and are more likely to be control 
marks.

The meaning behind the caduceus here is unclear.57 although the presence of this 
symbol on the reverse of these broadly contemporary coins may suggest that they 
are linked in some way, it is equally possible that the die engraver was drawing on a 
common pool of symbols used as control marks. a more detailed study into all these 
coins is needed to clarify the situation, and this is currently in progress.58

Figure 6. Coin of Andragoras with caduceus on the reverse 
(Roma XIV, lot 327 (2017)).

  

Figure 7. Imitation ‘owl’ with caduceus on the reverse 
(Roma XIV, lot 363 (2017)).

  

53 for example: Seleukos i SC �1.�, SC �1.3; antiochus i SC 3�7; antiochus ii SC 5�5.
5� for example type SNG ANS 4 (without caduceus) with head of Athena (obv.) and owl with ΑΘΕ to 

right (rev.): Künker GmbH & Co. KG 295, lots 417 and 418 (2017).
55 for example type SNG ANS 14-16 (without the caduceus) with head of Athena (obv.) and eagle 

standing left, looking right (rev.): CNG 70, lot 447 (2005); CNG 72, lot 1014 (2006); CNG 75, lot 613 
(2007); Roma E-Sale 40, lot 292 (2017).

56 For example: Roma XIV, lot 327 (2017).
57 Cunningham’s remark that it was ‘highly probable that the caduceus on the coin under review may 

be only a hellenised form of the actual sceptre of Sophytes’ (1866b, p.229) is not persuasive.
58 Cribb and Jansari, forthcoming.
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Figure 8. Imitation ‘eagle’ with caduceus on the reverse 
(Roma XIV, lot 335 (2017)).

  

1.e  ‘M’, ‘MN’, ‘MNA’: signatures, control marks or a reference to the weight 
standard?

Almost half of the available Sophytes coins, 30 coins, have the letters ‘M’, ‘MN’ or 
‘MNA’ inscribed beneath the neck on the male head coins (see Table 2 below). These 
letters were engraved on the die. No letters have, so far, been found on the Athena 
head coins. The images available for the latter coins are generally poor, but where it 
is possible to see below the neck, there are no letters.

Table 2. Letters ‘M’, ‘MN’ and ‘MNA’ as found on didrachms, drachms, 
diobols and obols of the Sophytes male head coins.

‘M’ ‘MN’ ‘MNA’ ‘MN’ or 
‘MNA’

‘M’?

Didrachm 0 0 1 0 0
Drachm �5 1 � 1 1
Diobol 0 0 0 0 0
Obol 1 0 0 0 0
Total = 32 26 1 3 1 1

Figure 9. ‘M’ below the neck of a helmeted male Sophytes coin 
(cat. coin 28b).
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Drachms are by far the most common denomination of the Sophytes coins, which 
is why most of the letters are found on these coins. However, despite the availability 
of far fewer coins in the other denominations, some do also display characters. 
Unfortunately, the hidden position of the signature, the poor quality of the images 
available for most of the coins, and the poor condition of some of them, mean that it 
is not possible to determine whether most of the coins listed in the catalogue do in 
fact include a signature.59 However, the fact that a high proportion of coins which are 
in reasonable condition and for which good images are available do reveal signatures 
suggests that a significant proportion of the whole is likely to have carried them.

Various interpretations of these letters have been put forward. Narain argued that 
they represent numbers and that a combination of the letters refers to the year of a 
particular era.60 This argument is not persuasive. The semi-hidden location of the 
letters may suggest that they represent the die engraver’s signature. However, other 
coins from this period, notably imitation ‘owls’61 and double darics,6� bear the letters 
‘MNA’, suggesting that the letters, like the caduceus, are more likely to be control 
marks. As with the caduceus symbol mentioned above (§1.d), the meaning of these 
letters is not clear and, while they may indicate that the coins are linked, it is also 
possible that the engraver drew on a selection of letters used as control marks. The 
order in which the coins bearing the letters ‘MNA’ (the most common set of letters), 
‘MN’ or ‘M’ were minted, is also unclear. Given the strong correlation between the 
weight standard of the Sophytes coins and the mana standard (see §3 below), it is 
possible that the letters represent the word mana.63

It is curious that none of the Athena head coins appear to have been minted with 
letter control marks. The reason for this is unknown, as is whether they were minted 
before, after or alongside the helmeted male coins.

2. Die study

Having discussed the complex iconographic relationships between the Sophytes coins 
and other hellenistic coinages, as well as imagery associated with ancestor deities 
to Skanda, here i offer a die study in order to determine the size of the Sophytes 
coinage. i also compare this coinage with those of Diodotus i/ii minted some fifty 
years later in Bactria.

Of the Sophytes coins, only the drachms occur in large enough numbers to estimate 
the original number of dies. Confidence intervals are calculated because they show 
the sampling error.

The data and estimates (rounded to two decimal points) for the Sophytes drachms 
are shown in Table 3 below.

59 adjusting the size, resolution, colour or brightness of the images where the underside of the neck is 
in the shade, has not made this part of the coin clearer.

60 narain 19�9, pp. 9�-5.
61 For example: Roma XIV, lots 346, 349, 348 and 350 (2017); Spink Sale 3014, lot 124 (2003).
6� for example, BMC Persia XX,1�. This coin also has the letters 
63 my thanks to richard ashton for this suggestion.
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Table 3. Die production calculations for the Sophytes male head drachms.
Where 

n = number of coins in sample 
do = number of obverse dies in sample
dᵣ = number of reverse dies in sample 
Do = estimate of number of obverse dies that were used
Dᵣ = estimate of number of reverse dies that were used

Coin 
Type

Observed Data Calculated Data

n do dr d1 
(obv)

d1 
(rev)

Cest 
(obv)

Cest 
(rev)

Do Dr Do 
Lower

Do 
Upper

Dr 
Lower

Dr 
Upper

Drachm �0 �6 33 15 �8 0.63 0.3 7�.�9 188.57 �� 133 9� �60

Sophytes’ drachms are known from 45 coins, although there are no images, only 
weights and diameters, for two of them (nos 52 and 53); a poor image of one (no 49); 
and images of two were received too late to include in the die study (nos 48 and 50). 
The sample here, therefore, is 40 coins. 26 different obverse dies and 33 reverse dies 
were used to strike these coins. 15 of those obverse dies and 28 of the reverse dies 
are known only from one coin each. 

The calculation n/d provides the average number of coins per die. Here, the n/d 
value for the Sophytes drachms – 1.53 – is less than 2 (i.e., it is very low), which 
means that the estimates presented in Table 3 are not very reliable and this is why 
the upper and lower bounds are so wide-ranging. most of the dies used to mint the 
Sophytes coins are not, therefore, present in the sample.

it is also worth noting that, as Esty warns, his methods ‘are not perfect. There are 
three major concerns: 1) the sample might not be random, 2) the sample size might 
be too small, and 3) the number of dies that broke very early and produced very few 
coins is essentially unknowable.’6�

next, i compare the Sophytes coins with those minted in Bactria by Diodotus i/ii65 
approximately fifty years later than Sophytes.66

Table 4. Obverse die production for the Diodotus I/II drachms

Denomination Date minted (BC) n do Do n/d Do 
Lower

Do 
Upper

Drachm c.�50 �5 15 38 1.66 �1 7�

The Do (number of obverse dies produced) for the Diodotus I/II coins is quite 
different from that of the Sophytes coins – 38 (Diodotus I/II) and 74 (Sophytes) 
- while the n/d values of 1.9 (Diodotus I/II) compared with 1.53 (Sophytes) are 
similarly low (less than 2). We can be 95% confident that between 21 and 72 obverse 
dies of the Diodotus i/ii drachms were originally made.

6� Esty �006, p.361.
65 it is not clear which of these rulers minted these coins because the legend on the coin reads simply: 

ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΔΙΟΔΟΤΟΥ (‘of king Diodotus’).
66 See Zeng 2013, pp. 73-8; Kovalenko 1996/7, passim.
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The Diodotid coins were minted in Bactria and their findspots tend to be within 
or near this region. in contrast, there are no known findspots for any of the Sophytes 
coins. The low n/d values for the Sophytes drachms and the Diodotid drachms mean 
that similarly small samples of these coins survive, and also that a significant number 
of dies are missing from both coinages. a comparison of the Do (estimated number of 
obverse dies used) for the Sophytes drachms (74.27) and the Diodotid drachms (38) 
suggests that Sophytes may have minted almost twice the number of drachms as the 
Diodotids, although, given the small sample available for both groups of coins, this 
may be the result of a sampling error.

However, some caution is necessary. The Diodotus I/II coins may have been 
struck over the course of two and perhaps even three reigns (if they were also minted 
during that of Antiochus I). By contrast, it is not possible to determine over how long 
a period the Sophytes coins were minted. another difference is that the Diodotids 
minted many more coins of higher value than drachms, particularly tetradrachms 
and staters. In comparison, the evidence, limited though it is, suggests that, although 
Sophytes produced a range of denominations, drachms were his most important 
denomination. For this reason, Sophytes appears to have produced a far smaller 
amount of money than the Diodotids. Sophytes did not, therefore, generate anything 
like the economic purchasing power of the Diodotids. The difference also suggests 
that Sophytes was not systematically minting his own coins in order to create his 
own economy: the scale of production is too low, and no bronze Sophytes coins 
(needed for low-value transactions) have been found.67 it seems possible, therefore, 
that the Sophytes coins were minted for a specific reason, although it is difficult to 
determine what this may have been.68 

3. Weight standard

Given the wide range of coins circulating in northwest South Asia, the Sophytes 
coins needed to be compatible with those currencies in order to be acceptable to the 
local population, although if they were minted as largesse, there would be less need 
for them to conform to local currency weights. Determination of the weight standard 
of the Sophytes coins would enable us to better understand the probable region and 
period in which they circulated, as well as the reason why they were minted. 

67 It is, of course, possible that bronze Sophytes coins look different from the silver Sophytes coins 
and have not yet been identified as belonging to him. This is speculative, but there are precedents in 
northwestern india and Bactria. a number of indo-Greek kings including agathocles, for example, 
minted circular silver coins (Bopearachchi 1991, pl. 6, 7; series 1-8) and square copper coins (ibid., 
pl. 7, 8; series 10). A series of bronze coins with Athena in a Corinthian helmet on the obverse and an 
owl on the reverse were excavated by P. Bernard at Aï Khanoum, and recently one such coin was sold 
at auction (CNG Mail Bid Sale 15, lot 614 (2007). The description for the lot linked this coin with the 
Sophytes silver coins minted with Athena wearing a Corinthian helmet. If this association is accurate, 
these would be the first known Sophytes bronze coins. However, more research is necessary before any 
firm links with the Sophytes coinage can be established. 

68 One purely speculative suggestion might be the availability of silver. Strabo (Geog. 15.1.30) notes 
that silver mines were located near Sophytes’ territory, but it is not known where these were nor whether 
they were the source of the silver used for the Sophytes coins.
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in the first publication of a Sophytes coin, Cunningham suggested that his 
drachm was struck to an Indian weight standard, because, at 58¼ grains (3.77g), it 
weighed significantly less than an Attic drachm (4.3-4.2g),69 but only fractionally 
less than a kārshāpaṇa (the standard of an ancient Indian silver punch-marked coin, 
approximately 3.78g).70 On the basis of the publication of a further Sophytes coin 
(quarter drachm, 0.87g),71 r.B. Whitehead rejected this link, arguing instead that the 
weight standard was ‘probably that of the oriental imitations of athenian coins with 
which it is associated’.7� He also drew on Newell’s argument that the coins of the 
eastern Seleucid mints, particularly those struck at Bactra, were struck to a standard 
different from the Attic for use in the ‘active trade across the Hindu Kush with the 
indian districts and also possibly in a popular demand at home for coins on a standard 
previously used in Bactria itself.’73 Further evidence suggests a possible link with the 
Bactra mint as well as with the local indian coinages circulating at the time.

In Table 5 below, I have compiled the weights of Sophytes coins from a broad range 
of denominations in order to understand the weight standard.7� Significantly more 
Sophytes drachms survive compared with any other denomination of this coinage. 
figure 7 is a histogram for the drachms, which shows that the weight standard may 
have been 3.6-3.69g. The peak at 3.1-3.19g may, perhaps, reflect the use of another 
weight standard at another period of time, or it may be explained by the wear of the 
coins. The diobols and obols are particularly worn compared with the drachms. The 
target weight of the diobols, therefore, may have been approximately 1.15g or 1.16g, 
while that of the obols may have been approximately 0.6g. There are six obols to 
the drachm in ancient Greek currency, the same proportion as found in the Sophytes 
coins.

Table 5. upper and lower weights of the Sophytes athena head tetradrachms 
and diobols, and male head tetradrachms, didrachms, drachms, hemidrachms 
and obols; and approximate weights of Seleucid coins minted in Bactra during 
the early third century BC.

Type Denomination No. in 
sample

Highest 
wt. (g)

Lowest 
wt. (g)

Approx. 
weights*

Athena Attic 
helmet

Tetradrachm 3 17.10 15.75 1�

Athena 
Corinthian 
helmet

Diobol 11 1.15 0.78 1.17

69 mørkholm 1991, p. 9.
70 Cunningham 1866b, p. �30. Some numismatists accepted Cunningham’s conclusion (including: 

Gardner 1866, p. lxvii, and Head 1906, p. 9), while others seemed to overlook the coin’s weight and 
described it as an Attic drachm (including Macdonald 1922, p. 388 and Nilakanta Sastri 1952, p. 80).

71 Whitehead 19�3, pp. 6�-5.
7� Whitehead 19�3, p. 65.
73 Whitehead 19�3, p. 71.
7� The stater has been omitted because it is likely to be a forgery (see §5a below).
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Type Denomination No. in 
sample

Highest 
wt. (g)

Lowest 
wt. (g)

Approx. 
weights*

Male head type Tetradrachm 3 17.� 16.81 1�

Didrachm 3 8 7.� 7.0

Drachm �� 3.89 3.03 3.5
hemidrachm � 1.8 1.55 1.75
Obol 11 0.66 0.35 0.58

* Seleucid coins minted in Bactra in early 3rd cent. BC, extrapolated from drachm weight

Figure 10. histogram showing the distribution by weight of the Sophytes 
drachms. The weights are along the horizontal axis, and the number of coins of 
each weight on the vertical axis. 

mørkholm wrote that the drachms minted in Bactra during the reigns of Seleucus 
I and Antiochus I in the early third century BC provided the closest weight standard 
to the Sophytes drachms, and he also gave c.�9�-�81 BC as the period for the best 
correlation between the two groups of coins.75 As seen from the histogram above, 
the target weight of the Sophytes drachms appears to be very close to c.3.5g (the 
weight of Seleucid drachms minted in Bactra),76 in comparison to, for example, �.3g 
(the weight of Attic drachms).77 By exploring the numismatic context in which the 
Sophytes, and later the Seleucid coins, were minted, it may be possible to understand 
why these particular weight standards were adopted by the mint.

The wide range of coins circulating in the northwest of the subcontinent during 
this period included Greek and Achaemenid coins as well as various local Indian 
coinages. The circulating coins did not all look the same, and they were struck to 

75 mørkholm 1991, p. 73.
76 Bopearachchi �001, p. 19.
77 Bopearachchi �001, p. 19.
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different weight standards. The familiarity with, and acceptance of, a range of coin 
types meant, therefore, that the Sophytes coins did not need to resemble one specific 
type in order to be accepted as currency. There are several reasons why a particular 
weight standard would be adopted for a newly-created coin, and key among these 
would be to ensure that it was compatible with coins already circulating and thus 
more likely to be accepted by locals in the region. The Sophytes coins are particularly 
close to three weight standards already used in the region: the silver karshapana 
(3.49g),78 the 3� mana coin (3.59g) and the 30 mana coin (3.37g).79 The bent bar and 
circular fraction coinages minted in Charsadda and Taxila were struck to the mana 
standard, where the mana was one hundredth of a shekel - i.e., it was related to the 
Persian standard.80

The weight of the Sophytes coins, therefore, fits in well with currency already 
circulating in the northwest, while retaining a Greek denominational system. if the 
Sophytes coins had been struck to the regular Attic standard, there would have been 
no correlation with the indian and achaemenid coinages circulating locally. The 
only other Greek-style coins known to have been minted specifically to an Indian 
standard - the indian standard drachm weight c.�g81 - are the indo-Greek coins 
produced from the second century BC. The Sophytes coins were minted earlier than 
the indo-Greek coins and may, therefore, be among the earliest, if not the earliest, 
Greek-style coins minted to an indian standard; they were certainly the first to be 
minted to this particular group of standards.

4. Conclusions

Prominent among the conclusions to be drawn from the study presented here, is, i 
suggest, the notion that the Sophytes coins were most probably minted by the Sophytes 
mentioned in the Classical sources as a ruler in the Punjab who was connected with 
alexander. The likely date of their production, and their weight standard support this 
suggestion.

The die engraver seems to have based the design of the reverse of the Sophytes 
coins, including the style of cockerel, on the coins minted in Carystus in Euboea 
c.3�3 BC, meaning that the Sophytes coins are unlikely to predate the start of these 
Carystus coins. Given the similarity in design, it is possible that the Sophytes coins 
were broadly contemporary with the ‘head of hero’ coins minted by Seleucus I in 
Susa and Drangiana between c.305/4-281 BC. These dates, then, provide a broad 
window between c.3�3-�81 BC of some forty years during which the Sophytes 
coins may have been minted. Interestingly, the later date corresponds closely with 
the dates suggested in a recently-published study of the Sophytes coins by B. Kritt. 
Primarily on the basis of similarities with Seleucid coins struck at aï Khanoum, Kritt 
proposed separate dates for three groups of Sophytes coins: ‘Athenian imitations’ 
c.295/3-285/3 BC; ‘Eagle group’ c.285/3-280/278 BC; ‘Sophytes group’ c.�80/78-
�70 BC. 8� 

78 mitchener �00�, p. 7�5.
79 mitchener �00�, p. 7�3.
80 mitchener �00�, p. 7�9.
81 michon �015, p. 1�9.
8� Kritt �016, p.70.
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The date range suggested above – c.323-281 BC – contrasts with that recently 
proposed by roma numismatics Ltd. They suggest not only that coins minted with 
the name ‘Andragoras’ dated to c.��6/5-�39/8 BC ‘should be considered roughly 
contemporary’83 with the Sophytes coins, but that ‘judging by patterns of wear’ (in 
an apparent ‘hoard’) the Sophytes coins were probably minted after the Andragoras 
coins. However, relying on ‘patterns of wear’ is an imprecise tool for dating coins, 
and the evidence used to support both the link between the Sophytes and Andragoras 
coins, as well as the overall approach, is problematic. Roma’s suggestion is based 
on the apparent presence of andragoras and Sophytes coins, alongside numerous 
imitation ‘owls’ and ‘eagles’, in a ‘hoard’ which ‘apparently came to light in the 
Oxus region in the 1960s’, 8� and most of which (some 100 coins) is being sold 
through roma.85 While some of the coins may have been found in a hoard, it is 
possible that the hoard is a modern parcel of coins – the questions raised about four 
of the five Sophytes coins sold as part of this hoard lends weight to this possibility 
(see §5.b and c below). Making a link between the Sophytes and Andragoras coins, 
as well as imitation ‘owls’ and ‘eagles’, would certainly help with contextualizing 
these coins in terms of date, but this should be founded on a more solid numismatic 
evidence. The post-mid-3rd century BC date proposed by roma for the Sophytes 
coins is, therefore, rejected here.

The period suggested by the evidence presented in this article, specifically c.3�3-
281 BC, also correlates well with the available literary evidence for this period and 
region and the literature itself helps to refine the approximate date of the coins.

alexander left india in c.325 BC, having transferred to Porus power and territory 
as far as the River Hyphasis, thus possibly including Sophytes’ territory, before he 
left the Punjab.86 Alexander’s actions may, therefore, have made Porus Sophytes’ 
overlord, nominally or otherwise. Eudamus, one of Alexander’s generals, murdered 
Porus in 315 BC,87 meaning that Sophytes was no longer subject to Porus’ authority. 
Seleucus I arrived in the east in c.307 BC, met Chandragupta in c.305 BC and 
then marched westwards again.88 It may have been during this intervening period, 
c.315-305 BC, that Sophytes chose to mint his own coins, perhaps to assert his own 
independence and authority.89

There are other reasons why Sophytes may have been impelled to mint his own 
coins, particularly in a Greek style rather than any of the local styles, but these involve 
some speculation. Thus far, and excluding the gold stater and the silver tetradrachms 
about which I shall raise some questions, only silver Sophytes coins have been found, 
and the dominant denomination is the drachm. also, despite their Greek iconography, 
the Sophytes coins conform to local weight standards found in the northwestern 
regions of india. The combination of Greek coin styles and denominations, and local 
weight standard, suggests that the coins may have been minted to pay for Greek 

83 Roma XIV lot 325 (2017).
8� Roma XIV lot 364 (2017).
85 Roma XIV (2017), XV (2018) and E-Sale 45 (2018).
86 arr. Anab. 5.�9.�.
87 Diod. 19.1�.8.
88 app. Syr. 11.9.55; Just. Epit. 15.�.�1; Strab. 15.�.9.
89 This suggestion is also echoed in the work of other historians working on Seleucid history, including, 

recently, P.J. Kosmin (2014, p. 60), albeit without a detailed numismatic study.
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mercenaries. Greek soldiers may have preferred to accept payment in a format and 
a script with which they were familiar, but the coins needed also to conform to local 
weight standards and be produced in a particular metal (silver) in order to make them 
acceptable to local people with whom they needed to trade. However, in the absence 
of further evidence, this hypothesis must remain speculative.

The caduceus on the reverse and the letters ‘MNA’, ‘MN’ and ‘M’ on the obverse 
of the Sophytes coins are likely to be control marks. The combination of a helmeted 
male (obverse) and cockerel (reverse) in an Indian context suggests they may 
represent one of the deities later assimilated into the cult of Skanda, the hindu god of 
war, and his cockerel standard, albeit rendered in a Greek style - much as ‘Sophytes’ 
or ‘Sophytos’, the Hellenised version of an apparently Indian name, was written in 
Greek characters. notably, the combination of the caduceus, cockerel and wings 
on the helmeted figure’s cheek guards would also have held particular meaning for 
Greek soldiers: they were the symbols of the Greek god hermes. The Sophytes coins 
seem to have been struck to local Indian weight standards, which makes them among 
the earliest – if not the earliest – Greek-style coins minted to this particular group of 
standards.

An important avenue of research remains open: the link between the Sophytes 
coins and particular coins minted in the east during the late fourth and early third 
centuries BC, possibly in Bactria, which bear the letters ‘MNA’ or a caduceus. Given 
the likely link between the Sophytes coins and the ruler Sophytes discussed above, it 
is not enough to state that the Sophytes coins were minted by an otherwise entirely 
unknown ruler in Bactria, as Whitehead and Bopearachchi have previously done. 
more work needs to be done to better understand the possible numismatic links 
between the Sophytes and other coins of this and neighbouring regions before any 
conclusions can be made about Sophytes and a possible link with Bactria.

5. Other Sophytes coins

The Sophytes stater and six tetradrachms are discussed here separately because there 
are numerous discrepancies between the iconography and weights of these coins 
compared with all other Sophytes coins.90 

I discuss the stater first (§5.a), followed by the three Athena head tetradrachms 
(§5.b) and the three male head tetradrachms (§5.c).

5.a Stater (Fig. 11)

in �005, O. Bopearachchi and P. flandrin published two new Sophytes coins: 
a gold stater and an Athena head silver tetradrachm.91 These had apparently been 
discovered in a hoard in 2002 by a metal detectorist in Atqcha, near Balkh in 
afghanistan. The tetradrachm was only the second coin of this denomination to be 
found and published, while this was the first, and thus far only, gold stater to be 

90 In a review of Bopearachchi and Flandrin 2005, Fischer-Bossert (2006, p. 63) suggests that the 
authenticity of the stater ought to be questioned, mentioning in particular the poor engraving.

91 Interestingly, the Alexander medallion reproduced on the front cover of Bopearachchi and Flandrin 
�005 has also been identified as a forgery. See, for example, Bracey �011 and de Callataÿ �013.
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found and published. Bopearachchi and flandrin accept both the tetradrachm and 
stater as genuine, but I have reservations.

The portrait on the obverse of the stater is generally well executed and closely 
resembles, albeit not exactly, a particular Sophytes drachm, cat. coin no. 33a. The 
olive wreath meets the crest of the helmet at the same point on each coin, and the 
profile is very similar, including the deep line running between the nose and the 
chin (this line is poorly executed on the stater), and the slightly hooked nose. Some 
of the Sophytes silver coins have crest patterns that look very much like the one on 
the stater. it is only on closer examination of both types of coins that the difference 
between the patterns on each can be seen. The detail carved into the crest of the 
helmet of the stater is clumsily executed, with a continuous wavy line running the 
length of the crest, along with intermittent loops. On the other denominations of the 
Sophytes coins, the loops look like a continuous line only at a distance, or due to 
damage to coins, or if the coin has been struck so that part of the crest falls outside 
the edge of the flan. The stater includes the letters ‘MNA’ on the truncated neck of 
the bust. On only two of the Sophytes drachms are the letters ‘MNA’ clearly visible 
and, on these coins, the letters are carved evenly, with each letter of equal height. In 
contrast, the letters under the bust of the stater are irregularly carved and of different 
heights, with the middle letter ‘N’ smaller than the ‘M’ and ‘A’.

It is on the reverse that the most striking difference between the stater and all the 
other Sophytes coins can be seen. a large caduceus fills the centre of the coin and has 
two snakes facing one another at the top, their bodies entwined at the centre. On all 
other Sophytes coins, the caduceus is small and positioned in the top left-hand field 
of the reverse. In other words, the caduceus has been transformed from a control 
mark to a main type.9� furthermore, the style of the caduceus on the other Sophytes 
coins is different from that on the stater: their caduceus is simple and there is no 
suggestion of any snakeheads. 

Figure 11. Obverse and reverse of Sophytes stater (cat. coin 68).

  

9� de Callataÿ �013, p. 180.
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Figure 12. Coin of Demetrius i, 
reverse (British Museum Reg. No. 

1888,1208.96).

Figure 13. Coin of Maues, reverse 
(British museum reg. no. 

1894,0506.481).

a large central caduceus is found on only two other eastern coin types: the bronze 
triple unit coins of the Graeco-Bactrian king Demetrius i (reigned c.200-190 BC)93 
and the bronze hemiobols of the indo-Scythian king maues (reigned c.75-64 BC).9� 
The similarity between the caduceus on the maues coins and the one on the stater 
is especially striking: the size, shape and proportions of all aspects of the caducei, 
including the slightly fluted bases, and even the interlocking central sections, are the 
same. The only difference is in the position of the lettering. On the coins of maues 
and Demetrius i, the text is placed in the right and left fields, with a monogram in the 
bottom left  field. In contrast, on the stater, the name ‘ΣΩΦΥΤΟΥ’ is inscribed below 
the caduceus, and slightly left of centre. This position is different from all other 
Sophytes coins, on which the name is always positioned vertically in the right field 
of the coin with the letters facing downwards. as de Callataÿ notes, the horizontal 
position of the lettering below the caduceus on the Sophytes stater also contrasts 
with the lettering on other Greek coins more generally, where it is more normally 
placed vertically.95 The engraver of the stater also appears to have made an error 
when engraving the ‘Σ’, because the shadow of a larger ‘Σ’ can be seen slightly to 
the left of this letter, and the top left of the ‘Σ’ looks as if it was initially curved, but 
then changed to make it sharper.

Overall, these points combine to suggest that the stater is a modern forgery.

5.b. Athena head tetradrachms (Figs 14, 15 and 16)

Three Athena head tetradrachms are known and all appear to have been struck 
from the same obverse and reverse dies. Coin 72a is more worn than coins 72b 
and 7�c which appeared more recently on the market. They are the only Sophytes 
coins known with Athena wearing an Attic helmet on the obverse. The Attic helmet 
portrait is similar to that on the imitation ‘owl’ and ‘eagle’ coins found in Bactria and 
its environs, including those that are linked with the Sophytes coins. On the diobols, 
which provide the only other known examples of Sophytes coins with Athena on the 
obverse, she wears a Corinthian helmet. 

93 Bopearachchi 1998: types 5a, 5C and 5E; Errington and Curtis �007, p. 50.
9� Senior �006, type 5.1; Errington and Curtis �007, p. 59.
95 de Callataÿ �013, p. 180.
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There is also some similarity between this portrait and the Sophytes helmeted male 
type. Close examination of Athena’s cheek and chin reveals marks that correspond 
to the size and shape of the cheek guard on the helmeted male Sophytes coins, even 
though there is no cheek guard on the athena head tetradrachms. in addition, the neck 
guard has a pellet design along the bottom edge, but there are also marks extending 
away to the right of the guard, which closely match the shape of the neck guard on 
the helmeted male Sophytes coins. It is possible, therefore, that the obverse die used 
for the Athena tetradrachms was originally engraved with a cheek guard, which was 
removed before the Athena tetradrachms were struck.

There is a distinct shadow above the caduceus on coins 72b and 72c, which 
is not found on other Sophytes coins. Coin 7�a weighs 15.75g, coin 7�b weighs 
16.97g and coin 72c weighs 17.1g. Given the wear on coin 72a, the weight of all 
three coins corresponds with the attic weight standard for tetradrachms, which 
is 17.3-16.8g96 and not, therefore, with the rest of the Sophytes coins which were 
minted at a lower standard. However, a note of caution: it was not uncommon for 
tetradrachms to be struck by a mint to conform with a standard internationally used 
by other (Greek) states in their region, but for lower denominations to be struck to 
a lower, locally-used standard, the aim being to save silver. Seleucus I tetradrachms 
minted in Aï Khanoum were minted to two standards: Attic and ‘Indian’.97 Of the 
examples listed by Kritt, the tetradrachms struck to the attic weight standard range 
from 16.09-16.87g,98 while those struck to an indian standard weigh 1�.58-1�.05g.99 
The antiochus i tetradrachms minted in aï Khanoum conform to the attic weight 
standard.100 The Sophytes athena head tetradrachms, therefore, do conform to other 
broadly contemporary tetradrachms in the East.

Overall, therefore, while these tetradrachms may well have been minted under 
the authority of Sophytes, the points noted above raise some doubt about their 
authenticity.

Figure 14. Sophytes tetradrachm with Athena wearing an Attic helmet (cat. coin 72a). 

  

96 mørkholm 1991, p. 9.
97 Kritt �016, pp.�0-�1.
98 Kritt 2016, p.34, Listing 4. I have not included coin 8, which is an outlier weighing 14.80g.
99 Kritt 2016, p.34, Listing 5. I have not included coin 5 (10.36g) which is a fragment and coin 14 

(9.89g) which is an outlier.
100 Kritt �016, pp.11�-1��, Listing 1�.
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Figure 15. Sophytes tetradrachm with athena wearing an attic helmet 
(cat. coin 72b).

  

Figure 16. Sophytes tetradrachm with athena wearing an attic helmet 
(cat. coin 72c)

  

5.c. Male head tetradrachms (Figs 17, 18 and 19)

Three Sophytes male head tetradrachms are known. The first is the hirayama 
tetradrachm (cat. coin 66). Bopearachchi wrote that this coin, ‘[a]ccording to a reliable 
source’,101 was found in the same hoard as that found in afghanistan and published by 
in nicolet-Pierre and amandry 199�. it is not clear who or what this source was or, 
indeed, how reliable it was. incidentally, Bopearachchi also suggested that a Sophytes 
didrachm (cat. coin 10) may also have been found in this hoard.10� But no evidence was 
presented to confirm this possibility. The second and third known male head Sophytes 
tetradrachms recently appeared on the market and were sold by the same auction house 
in September 2017 (cat. coin 70) and April 2018 (cat. coin 71). 

The laurel wreath on all of these tetradrachms has a large number of very small 
leaves and takes up approximately one third of the helmet, while every other known 
example of a helmeted male Sophytes coin has nine or ten large leaves that cover most 
of the helmet. Cat. coins 69 and 70 appear to have been struck with the same obverse 
and reverse dies, while coin 68 was struck with different obverse and reverse dies.

as with the athena head tetradrachms, there is a problem with the weight of 
the helmeted male tetradrachms and the other Sophytes coins. Cat. coins 69, 70 
and 71 weigh, respectively, 17.2g, 16.81g and 16.87g. Once again, these weights 

101 Bopearachchi 1996, p. ��.
10� Bopearachchi 1996, p. ��.
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correspond with the attic weight standard for tetradrachms which is 17.3-16.8g,103 
and not, therefore, with the rest of the Sophytes coins which were minted on a lower 
weight standard. However, as noted in §5.b above, tetradrachms were sometimes 
struck to conform to an international standard used by other regional (Greek) states. 
The weight standard of the Sophytes helmeted male tetradrachms correlate with  that 
of Seleucus I’s tetradrachms struck at Aï Khanoum to the Attic weight standard.

While the helmeted male tetradrachms may well have been minted under the 
authority of Sophytes, the points above combine to suggest that there is room for 
uncertainty.

Figure 17. Sophytes tetradrachm with helmeted male (cat. coin 69).

  

Figure 18. Sophytes tetradrachm with helmeted male (cat. coin 70).

  

Figure 19. Sophytes tetradrachm with helmeted male (cat. coin 71).

  

103 mørkholm 1991, p. 9.
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CaTaLOGuE 
(See Plates 7-12)

For previous attempts to organize the Sophytes coins, neither of which was a full typology, 
see Hoover 2013 and Bopearachchi 1998. The lack of clear photographs of some coins means 
that it is not possible to see if control marks are present on their obverses. The presence or 
certain absence of control marks are noted in the catalogue.

Diobols

Obv. head of athena facing right, wearing Corinthian helmet
Rev. Cockerel standing right, caduceus in left upper field; legend to right ΣΩΦΥΤΟΥ
1. O1/R1 a. 1.15g, 7h, ~mm. CNG 69 lot 779 (2005); Zeno 15037
 b. 0.95g, 6h, 11mm. Tandon collection
2. 02/R2  0.97g, ~h, 10mm. CNG 124 lot 137 (2005)
3. O3/R3  1.14g, 6h, 11mm. No control mark. CNG 97 lot 442 (2014)
4. O4/R4 a. 1.13g, ~h, ~mm. No control mark. CNG 61 lot 945 (2002)
 b. 1.11g, ~h, ~mm. CNG 66 lot 927 (2004)
 c. 1.07g, 6h, ~mm. CNG 79 lot 491 (2008)
5. O5/R5  1.08g, 6h, 11mm. CNG 357 lot 200 (2015)
6. O6/R6  1.07g, 6h, ~mm. CNG 70 lot 448 (2005)
7. O7/R7  0.87g, ~h, 10mm. Zeno 135335
8. O8/R8  0.78g, ~h, 10mm. CNG 58 lot 64 (2003)
9. O9/r9  1.03g, 6h, 10mm. Grigo Collection

Didrachms

Obv. male head facing right, wearing crested attic helmet decorated with laurel wreath; 
cheek piece decorated with wing.

Rev. As above
10. O1/r1  7.�g, ~h, ~mm. alpha Credit Bank 7�61
11. O2/R2  8.0g, 6h, 20mm. Control mark ‘MNA’. Roma XIV lot 366 (2017)
12. O3/R2  8.0g, 5h, 21mm. Roma XV lot 349 (2018)

Drachms 

Obv. and Rev. As above
13. O1/R3  3.81g, 6h, 15mm. Control mark ‘M’. Triton XV lot 1343 (2012); Zeno 

1�369
14. O1/R20  3.46g, 6h, 17mm. CNG 69 lot 778 (2005); CNG 134 lot 131 (2006)
15. O1/R22  3.79g, 6h, 14mm. Control mark ‘M’. Tandon collection
16. O2/R2  3.41g, 6h, 16mm. Control mark ‘M’. Tandon collection
17. O3/R5  3.40g, 6h, 16mm. Control mark ‘M’. CNG 69 lot 777 (2005); Zeno 

15035
18. O3/R15  3.03g, ~h, ~mm. Control mark ‘M’. Pegasi XXII lot 228 (2010)
19. O4/R6  3.52g, ~h, ~mm. Control mark ‘MNA’. Freeman & Sear 13 lot 272 

(2006); G&M 169 lot 149 (2008); Gemini IV lot 242 
(2008)

20. O4/R17  3.67g, 7h, 16mm. Control mark ‘MN’. BM 1888,1208.62
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21. O4?/R14  3.16g, ~h, 15mm. Zeno 150458
22. O5/R8  3.60g, ~h, ~mm. Control Mark ‘M’. CNG 61 lot 943 (2002)
23. O5/R21  3.54g, 7h, 13mm. Control mark ‘M’. CNG 140 lot 94 (2006)
24. O6/R9  3.64g, 7h, ~mm. Triton VIII lot 610 (2005)
25. O6/R27  3.68g, ~h, ~mm. Control mark ‘M’? Ashmolean, Cunningham 

00�61�0
26. O7/R10  3.39g, ~h, ~mm. Control mark ‘M’. Hess Divo 328 lot 94 (2015); 

Triton iV lot 338
27. O7/R18  3.44g, 6h, 15mm. CNG 129 lot 176 (2005)
28. O8/R11 a. 3.87g, ~h, ~mm. Control mark ‘M’. NAC 82 lot 218 (2015)
 b. 3.78g, 7h, 16mm. Control mark ‘M’. BM 1879,0401.9
 c. 3.89g, 7h, 16mm. Control mark ‘M’. ANS 1995.51.61
29. O9/R12 a. 3.30g, 7h, ~mm. Control mark ‘M’. Leu Numismatik 83 lot 428 

(2002)
 b. 3.64g, 6h, ~mm. Triton IX Lot 1109 (2006)
30. O10/R13 a. 3.57g, ~h, ~mm. Control mark ‘M’. Spink 3014 lot 125 (2003)
 b. 3.58g, 7h, ~mm. Control mark ‘M’. ANS 1995.51.283
31. O11/R16  3.80g, 7h, 14mm. Control mark ‘M’. BM 1888,1208.35
32. O12/R19  3.12g, ~h, 15mm. CNG 124 lot 135 (2005)
33. O13/R7 a. 3.63g, ~h, ~mm. Control Mark ‘M’. CNG 60 lot 1098 (2002)
 b. 3.87g, 5h, 17mm. Control mark ‘M’. Grigo Collection
34. O14/R4  3.68g, 6h, 17mm. Control mark ‘M’. CNG 88 lot 588 (2011)
35. O15/R5  3.11g, ~h, 15mm. Control mark ‘M’. CNG 58 lot 65 (2003)
36. O16/R1  3.41g, 6h, ~mm. Control mark ‘MN’? or ‘MNA’? CNG 72 lot 1015 

(2006)
37. O17/r�3  3.�3g, 6h, ~mm. anS 19��.100.7�3�6
38. O18/r��  3.69g, ~h, 15mm. indian museum i.1
39. O18/R29  3.65g, 6h, 16mm. Control mark ‘M’. Heritage NY 3044 lot 30037 

(2016); G&M 249 lot 358 (2017); Karan Singh 
Collection

40. O19/R25  3.77g, ~h, ~mm. Control mark ‘M’. Cunningham 1866b, p. 220
�1. O�0/r�6  3.�5g, ~h, ~mm. ashmolean Oman 19�7 
42. O21/R28  3.89g, 6h, 17mm. Control mark ‘MNA’. Roma XIV lot 367 (2017); 

Zeno 190549
43. O22/R29  3.73g, 6h, 15mm. Control mark ‘M’. Grigo Collection
44. O23/R30  3.68g, 6h, 16mm. Control mark ‘M’. Triton XIV lot 412 (2011); G&M 

203 lot 263 (2012); Künker GmbH 270 Lot 8407 
(2015); Hess Divo 325 lot 246 (2013)

45. O24/R31  3.64g, 6h, ~mm. Control mark ‘M’. ANS 1944.1.00.74345
46. O25/R32  3.74g, 6h, 15mm. Roma E-Sale 44 lot 332 (2018)
47. O26/R33  3.86g, 6h, 16mm. Control mark ‘M’. Roma XV lot 350 (2018)
�8. O�7/r3�  �.15g, 6h, 17mm. Lahore museum  no.331/�6
�9. O?/r?  3.50g, ~h, 15mm. Lahore museum no.330/�5
50. O?/r?  3.80g, ~h, 16mm. national museum of Pakistan n.m. �90
51. O?/r?  3.1�g, ~h, 1�mm. indian museum no.�
5�. O?/r?  3.11g, ~h, 1�mm. indian museum no.3
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Hemidrachms

Obv. and Rev. As above
53. O1/R1  1.80g, ~h, ~mm. Hess Divo 307 lot 1351 (2007)
54. O2/R2  1.75g, ~h, 12mm. CNG 101 lot 63 (2004)
55. O3/R3  1.55g, ~h, 12mm. CNG 124 lot 136 (2005); Tandon collection
56. O�/r3  1.61g, 6h, 1�mm. anS 1995.51.60

Obols

Obv. and Rev. As above
57. O1/R1  0.66g, ~h, ~mm. Control mark ‘M’. CNG 61 lot 944 (2002)
58. O2/R2  0.60g, ~h, ~mm. Elsen 94 lot 430 (2007)
59. O3/R3  0.56g, 6h, ~mm. CNG 72 lot 1016 (2006); Tandon collection
60. O4/R4  0.35g, ~h, 7mm. Zeno 107714
61. O5/R5  0.51g, ~h, 9mm. CNG 102 lot 145 A (2004)
62. O6/R6  0.51g, ~h, 9mm. CNG 102 lot 145 B (2004)
63. O7/R2  0.54g, ~h, 8mm. CNG 101 lot 64 (2004)
6�. O8/r�  0.51g, 6h, ~mm. anS 197�.1�5.1
65. O9/R7  0.37g, 6h, 8mm. CNG 399 lot 312 (2017)
66. O10/r8  0.5�g, ~h, 7mm. Karan Singh Collection
67. O11/r9  0.51g, ~h, 8mm. Karan Singh Collection

Gold Stater

Obv. male head facing right, wearing crested attic helmet decorated with laurel wreath; 
cheek piece decorated with wing

Rev. As above
68. O1/R1  8.58g, 6h, 19mm. Control mark ‘MNA’. Roma II lot 366 (2011)

Tetradrachms

Obv. male head facing right, wearing crested attic helmet decorated with laurel wreath; 
cheek piece decorated with wing

Rev. As above
69. O1/R1  17.20g, 6h, ~mm. Control mark ‘M’? Hirayama Collection
70. O1/r1  16.81g, 6h, 27mm. Roma XIV lot 365 (2017), Zeno 190547
71. O2/R2  16.87g, 7h, 26mm. Roma XV lot 348 (2018)

Tetradrachm

Obv. head of athena facing right, wearing attic helmet
Rev. As above
72. O1/R1 a. 15.75g, ~h, ~mm. No control mark. NAC 59 lot 655 (2011) 
 b. 16.97g, 6h, 25mm. No control mark. Roma XIV lot 364 (2017)
 c. 17.10g, 6h, 24mm. Roma XV lot 347 (2018)
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POSTSCriPT
after this article went to press, roma numismatics offered in auction XVi (�6 
September 2018), a tetradrachm (lot 421; 17g, 7h, 26mm), a didrachm (lot 422; 
7.91g, 6h, 20mm) and a drachm (lot 423; 3.77g, 6h, 17mm), all inscribed with the 
name ‘Sophytes’. The tetradrachm was struck from the same obverse and reverse 
dies as cat. coin 70 (also sold by Roma), while the didrachm was struck from the 
same obverse die as cat. coin 11 (also sold by Roma). There are no clear similarities 
between the drachm and any other known Sophytes drachms. Given the number of 
Sophytes coins that Roma has been selling at auction in recent years – particularly 
the rare, high-value denominations –, it is possible that there are more such coins 
to come. Once Roma’s  stock of Sophytes coins is exhausted, I intend to extend my 
study of the full complement of these coins and explore in more detail the patterns 
that emerge.
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